
COVEL LAKE
at 1839 m

LOCATION: PEIO

From Peio Paese, a steep tarmacked road near the church leads up to the characteristic hillock 
of San Rocco. From here, pick up the easy to spot forest road, with typical farmhouses soon 
visible below the road.  After crossing the winter trail, pick up the mule track near an old farm- 
house on the right. This easy route that avoids the meadows soon brings you to a climbing 
wall and after that the small Còvel waterfall. After crossing a tiny wooden bridge, you will 
come to the biotope of Malga Còvel at 1856 m (1 hour 30’).
Return: go past the malga or herdsman’s shelter and then the picnic area, around the fields 
through the clearing in the larch copse and then continue along the SAT 125 trail, an easy to 
spot rough track, leaving the marshlands to your left, together with a few lovely farmhouses. 
After a small hillock you will come back to the ski slope. After this you will reach the forest 
road you walked up on the outward journey (1 hour). You can also reach the lake from here, 
taking the cable car up to Tarlenta and then on foot along the SAT 127 trail.

1 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

2 hours 30’

T - for tourists

260 m

Scoiattolo Mountain Hut
(with diversion in 30 min)

LAKES  &
MOUNTAIN
HUTS 

www.valdisole.net

AZIENDA PER IL TURISMO
VAL DI SOLE
VIALE MARCONI, 7
I - 38027 MALÉ (TN)
TEL. 0463.901280
INFO@VALDISOLE.NET

TOURIST INFORMATION OFFICES

DIMARO FOLGARIDA Tel. +39 0463 986113
   dimaro.folgarida@valdisole.net

MEZZANA MARILLEVA Tel. +39 0463 757134
   marilleva@valdisole.net

VERMIGLIO Tel.+39 0463 758200
   info@vermigliovacanze.it

PASSO TONALE Tel. +39 0364 903838
   tonale@valdisole.net

COGOLO Tel. +39 0463 754345
   info@visitvaldipejo.it

PEIO   Tel. +39 0463 753100
   peio@valdisole.netG
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LAKES in Val di Sole

Val di Sole has an extraordinary abundance of natural water. It is in first 
place in fact, with almost 100 out of Trentino’s total of 297 lakes.
It offers an incredibly rich variety of hikes and mountain trails with hugely 
diverse scenery and mountains ranging from 700 m in the valley bottom 
to the highest summits at 3700 m.
There are three main mountain ranges in the valley: Ortles-Cevedale to 
the north, Adamello-Presanella to the west, the Brenta Dolomites to the 
southwest and Maddalene to the east.

THE MOST IMPORTANT RULES FOR HIKING IN THE MOUNTAINS
• never set out alone on a mountain hike; 

• always tell a relative or friend or the refuge manager the route you intend to take; 

• take with you equipment suited to the kind of hike you are doing;

• prepare carefully for your hike: check the weather forecast, study the route on a map 
and if necessary, choose an Alpine or Park Guide to accompany you.

RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT 

Waterproof clothing, light and warm (we recommend a base layer on the skin in 
polypropylene, a second insulating layer in fleece or wool and a third waterproof layer 
such as a nylon or Gore-Tex windbreaker, long trousers); hiking boots (not sneakers), 
gloves, hat and a minimum change of clothing (long socks, underwear, light tracksuit if 
necessary); backpack. 

BARCO and PICCOLO LAKES
at 2316 m

LOCATION: OSSANA

A 2 km drive from Ossana will bring you to the car park in Valpiana. Walking back along the 
road for about 300 m, close to the shrine you will see signs for Malga del Dosso on the right. 
Follow the forest road and SAT 204 trail to the Malga del Dosso meadow at 1680 m (1 hour 
shelter). Continue to the left to the turn off with signs for Barco Lake.
Now the route winds along the crest of the mountain, initially on the flat and then slightly 
downhill to a marshy hollow. Cross this and follow signs back into the wood of larch and 
alder trees where the uphill trail will take you to the small wooden shelter on the banks of 
picturesque Barco Lake at 1908 m (2 hours 45').
Follow the SAT 205 trail slightly uphill around the lake and over ledges up through and out 
of the wood. Once over the last rocky ledge, you will come to a tiny hollow and characteristic 
Piccolo Lake at 2316 (4 hours).
Return: back down the way you came in 3 hours.
Alternative route: from San Leonardo Lakes/Bar Centro Fondo di Vermiglio cross the river and 
start along the forest road to Ossana until you come to the SAT 205 trail that leads to the 
Lakes (2 hours 30’).

11 MOUNTAIN RANGE: PRESANELLA

7 hours

E - for hikers

1110 m

Malga del Dosso Shelter

CEVEDALE LAKES
at 2705 m

LOCATION: PEIO

Drive the tarmacked road from Cogolo to Malga Mare (10 km). Park your car and take the 
SAT 201 trail to Pian Venezia (1 hour). Continue along the easy to spot route to the Larcher 
mountain hut at 2608 m (2 hours). From the hut, take the SAT 104 trail up to the east and 
you will shortly come to Marmotte Lake (2 hours 30’). Leaving the lake behind you, follow the 
easy SAT 123 trail that passes close to Lungo Lake to reach the banks of small Nero Lake, just 
before the artificial reservoir of Càreser.  Walking across the crest of the big dam will bring you 
to the facility buildings (3 hours 30’).
The 123 trail takes you down a sharply winding route through broken boulders. Continuing 
this zigzag path takes you through a lovely wood with characteristic Swiss pines and a short 
diversion (15 minutes) brings you to tiny Lame Lake at 2275 m. Back on the trail after the 
rocky section you will come to your starting point along well-marked paths.

2 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

5 hours

E - for hikers

733 m

G. Larcher Mountain Hut 

PIAN PALÙ and LAGOSTEL LAKES
at 2455 m

LOCATION: PEIO FONTI

From Peio Fonti, drive the easy tarmacked road to Fontanino di Peio at 1670 m and park. Take 
the steep rough track on the right until you come to a small resting area on the banks of Pian 
Palù Lake.
From the banks of the lake, a mule track takes you back up the meadows below Malga Giu-
mella. From here follow the rough track around the edge of the wood to the resting area and 
then continue along the SAT 141 trail (Percorso della Fauna) to pretty Lagostel Lake (2 hours 
30’). From here, head north down into majestic Val Piana with Malga Paludei on your left at 
2106 m.  Take the SAT 110 trail down to the meadow below, along the banks of the Noce River 
to Malga Palù at 1822 m and then, following the right-hand side of the Pian Palù artificial 
reservoir after an hour you will come to Malga di Celentino at 1841 m and from here a short 
downhill stretch takes you to the car park.

3 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

5 hours

E - for hikers 

519 m

Malga Paludei

THE CORVO LAKES
at 2466 m

LOCATION: RABBI

From the car park above Cavallar, in Piazzola, first walk along the forest road, then follow the 
SAT 108 trail signs leading to Malga Caldesa Bassa at 1835 m (1 hour). From this herdsman's 
shelter continue along the easy mule track. After the little bridge, take a sharp right up 
the steep meadow over Malga Caldesa Alta. Following the SAT 108 trail brings you to the 
renovated Lago Corvo mountain hut at 2426 m (2 hours 30'). From the hut continue up and 
after a short while you will come to Passo Rabbi and from here an easy to spot path leads 
to the first of the Corvo Lakes. The trail rises more steeply until it reaches Superiore Lake, 
at 2623 m. Above this, a short diversion to the left takes you to the last of the Corvo Lakes, 
called Terzo Lake, at 2655 m. Return the way you came.

4 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

5 hours

E - for hikers

912 m

Lago Corvo
Mountain Hut 

ROTONDO and ALTO LAKES
at 2575 m

LOCATION: RABBI

The route starts in San Bernardo di Rabbi and the road after the village takes you from Pra-
longo to the waterfall at Valorz. After a little bridge over the Rabbies River, park your car in 
the car park at 1245 m. This is the start of the SAT 121 trail that leads to the ruins of Malga 
Casera at 1956 m and then continues first through the clearing in the larch copse and then 
over rocky outcrops to beautiful Soprasasso Lake, at 2179 m. Walk around the north-west 
side of the lake along the path following the cairns to bring you to the magnificent amphithe-
atre and Rotondo Lake at 2423 m. You can get round it to the right, coming close to Quarto 
Lake at 2496 m. Come down from the lake through a grassy pass and you will come to the 
highest of the lakes in Valle di Valorz (4 hours 20'). Walk around the left side of the lake 
and in about 20 minutes you will come to the Valletta mountain pass at 2694, which offers 
breath-taking views.
Return along the same route: 3 hours 30’. 

5 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

8 hours

EE - for expert hikers

1449 m up to Passo Valletta

Malga di Soprasasso 
shelter

STERNAI LAKES
at 2862 m

LOCATION: RABBI

From the car parks in Còler, in the summer a shuttle bus service takes you up to Malga Stabla-
solo at1539 m. (On foot it takes 30 minutes). From the herdsman’s shelter, take the SAT 106 
trail and, leaving the spectacular Cascate di Saént (waterfalls) on your left, you will come to 
Dosso della Croce at 1799 m (45 minutes). Through Prà di Saént with the herdsman’s shelter 
of the same name at 1784 m (1 hour) continue along the SAT 106 trail to Dorigoni Mountain 
Hut at 2437 m (3 hours 30’). Just below the mountain hut, the tiny lake at 2410 m is a must 
visit. From the Dorigoni mountain hut, follow the easy to spot signs along the sharply winding 
trail until you come to Sternai Inferiore Lake at 2595 m (20 minutes). Then go back up nor-
thwards until you come to little Sternai Inferiore Lake at 2862 m (1 hour 30' from the refuge). 
The return journey follows the outward route to Sternai Superiore Lake at 2777 m and follows 
the path with its cairns to Sternai Medio Lake at 2742 m. From here the trail descends steeply 
to meet the SAT 101 trail, which takes you quickly back to the hut. 
Return: from the refuge following the outward route (2 hours).

6 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

7 hours

EE - for expert hikers

1325 m

Malga Stablasolo
Dorigoni Mountain Hut 

MONTICELLO LAKES
at 2599 m

LOCATION: PASSO TONALE

From near the Paradiso Motorhome Park at Passo Tonale, follow the fitness route along the 
SAT 281 trail until you come to a rough track off a sharp bend that, after the tunnel, leads to 
the old Presena site just below the Presena riverbed. Close to the site there are signs to the 
right of the old chairlift station. Continue along the mule track and then take the easy to spot 
path that brings you almost to the edge of the rocky outcrop over the ruins of the military 
posts. 
This brings you to a small pass into the hollow of Passo Paradiso (2569 m) where you can 
see the ski lifts (3 hours). From the pass, continue southwards to Monticello Inferiore Lake at 
2544 m. After the lake, take the easy to spot path that leads to Capanna Presena and shortly 
afterwards you will come to the Monticello Medio and Superiore Lakes. Follow the outward 
route to return (2 hours 30’) or you can take the ski lift to Passo Tonale.

7 MOUNTAIN RANGE: PRESANELLA

5 hours 30’

E - for hikers

770 m

Passo Paradiso
Restaurant
Capanna Presena
Mountain Hut

ALBIOLO AND MONTOZZO LAKES
at 2743 m

LOCATION: PASSO TONALE

From Passo Tonale drive up to Ospizio San Bartolomeo at 1971 m and the adjacent Hotel La 
Mirandola. Park here and continue along the SAT 111 trail that leads to Malga Valbiolo, at 
2244 m. Then take the trail through the grassy meadows to Passo dei Contrabbandieri (1 
hour). From here the route is suitable only for expert mountaineers and winds its way along 
a via ferrata between ruins from World War One. Via some fairly exposed ledges (Sentiero 
degli Alpini), you will come to a pass just below Punta Albiolo. Shortly beyond the summit 
you drop down between trenches and ruined military posts to Forcella di Montozzo at 2613 
m, ignoring the via ferrata (3 hours 30’). You then drop about 350 m, leaving the easy to spot 
path that leads to Pian Palù Lake on your right and veering off to the left at the base of Punta 
di Montozzo. This hollow is home to no fewer than six splendid Alpine lakes. This diversion 
takes another 2 hours there and back. Back at Forcella di Montozzo, follow the SAT 111 trail 
down to the Bozzi Mountain Hut at 2478 m. Just below the mountain hut there are two more 
wonderful Alpine lakes: Montozzo Superiore at 2416 m and Inferiore at 2403 m. From the 
mountain hut, the SAT 111 trail takes you back to the Contrabbandieri pass and then up to 
Malga Valbiolo, where the ski lift works from the start of July to the end of August.

8 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

7 hours

EEA - for expert
equipped hikers
(if you intend to cover the via ferrata
at Punta Albiolo)

720 m (including the ascent

to Cima Torrione Albiolo)

Malga Valbiolo Restaurant
Bozzi Mountain Hut

STRINO LAKES
at 2578 m

LOCATION: PASSO TONALE

Drive up from Passo Tonale to Ospizio San Bartolomeo at 1971 m and the adjacent Hotel La 
Mirandola where you can park. Take the dirt road that leads to Malga Valbiolo at 2244 m. You 
will soon come to a clearing and the start of the SAT 161 trail that winds up through grassy 
meadows along the crest of Cima Tonale Orientale and takes you to a wide saddle at about 
2600 m (1 hour 30’).  From the pass, go down to the hollow below where you can see the 
remains of the so-called "Città Morta" (Dead City) at about 2500 m. Slightly lower down you 
will come to the turn off for the Strino and Bocchetta di Strino Lakes along the SAT 161 trail 
(2 hours). A series of small Alpine valleys then lead up to the SAT 137 trail and from there to 
Lake Inferiore di Strino (2578 m). After this, continue eastwards below the broken boulders of 
Monte Redival, to Strino Superiore Lake (3 hours). Return along the SAT 137 trail to the turn 
off for the SAT 160 trail (4 hours 30’) that follows an almost completely flat route across the 
orographic right-hand slope of Valle di Strino and, about an hour after the fork, brings you to 
the remains of Zaccarana Fort at 2086 m. From there, an easy to spot trail takes you back to 
your starting point in a splendid circular route (6 hours).

9 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

6 hours

EE - for expert hikers

990 m

Malga Valbiolo Restaurant

DENZA LAKE
at 2340 m

LOCATION: VERMIGLIO

Three km outside Vermiglio on the road to Passo Tonale, pick up the provincial road for Velon 
Stavel. Follow it for about 2 km until you come to the road signposted for Rifugio Denza on 
the right. Then take the rough military track to the car park near the Pozzi Alti Fort at 1879 
m (6 km). Pick up the SAT 234 trail east to Passo Tonale, until you come to the ruins of Pozzi 
Alti Fort, also known as Presanella Fort. After the fort, take the narrow military mule track 
on the left. When you get to a grassy hollow at about 2100 m, the trail first ascends through 
rocky outcrops and then crosses a via ferrata over a steep gorge that leads to the Pozzi Alti 
mountain pass at 2606 m (1 hour 45’). From the pass, the descent towards Denza Lake (2314 
m) follows a route through rocks and broken boulders, with some sharp zigzags, soon bringing 
you to the Denza Mountain Hut, at 2298 m (3 hours).
Return down the SAT 206 trail from the Denza Mountain Hut to the car park near the Pozzi 
Alti Fort (1 hour).

10 MOUNTAIN RANGE: PRESANELLA

5 hours

E - for hikers

720 m

Denza Mountain Hut

CAPRIOLI (Fazzon) and
STABLO LAKES
at 1712 m

LOCATION: PELLIZZANO

From Pellizzano follow signs for Caprioli Lake and park near Malga Bassa at 1280 m (parking 
must be paid for in the summer). Take the SAT 203 trail that starts next to the herdsman’s 
shelter and, ignoring the turn off to the Alpino Mountain Hut, turn right and after a few steep 
turns and a little wooden bridge you will come to a wide clearing (20’) with signs for Malga 
Alta di Pellizzano, Malga Artuick and Passo di Val Gelada. 
Cross the forest road and follow the SAT 203 trail with its wooden signposts up through the 
meadow, coming out near Malga Alta di Pellizzano or Malga di Sopra at 1546 m (40’). Follow 
signs for Baita Regina del Bosco just above the summer pasture from the herdsman’s shelter 
and in about 30 minutes you will reach Stablo Lake at 1712 m, today almost entirely peat bog.
Return: walk down through the wood below Malga Alta and when you come to the clearing 
follow signs southwards to Caprioli Lake (Fazzon Lake) at 1321 m (3 hours).

12 MOUNTAIN RANGE: PRESANELLA

3 hours

T - for tourists

430 m

Agritur Malga Bassa
Chalet Lago dei Caprioli
Restaurant
Alpino Fazzon
Mountain Hut

MALGHETTO DI MEZZANA LAKES
at 2023 m

LOCATION: MEZZANA

Drive to Marilleva 1400 and park near the church. Follow signs for Residence Artuick, under 
the bridge for the ski slope. Then up on the forest road and you will shortly come to a bridge 
over the river. Cross this and continue to the right along the rough track, ignoring all the turn 
offs. Continue along the SAT 202 trail. The forest road narrows to become a mule track leading 
to a lovely hollow and Malghetto Copai at 1986 m. Shortly after the herdsman’s shelter you 
will come to the first of the two little lakes at 2001 m (1 hour 30'). To reach Superiore Lake, 
continue along the path to the right and, ignoring the turn off for Croce della Pace, go slightly 
uphill to this little lake at 2023 m (30’). Go back the same way you came (1 hour).
Alternative route: from Marilleva 1400 take the ski lift to Malga Panciana. From here follow 
the SAT 201 trail to Orti Mountain Hut and continue through Val Lores until you come to the 
SAT 202 trail that leads to the lakes (1 hour 30').

13 MOUNTAIN RANGE: PRESANELLA

3 hours

E - for hikers

620 m

Malghetto Copai

MALGHETTE LAKE
1889 m

LOCATION: CAMPO CARLO MAGNO

It can easily be reached from different starting points: by car to Malga di Dimaro at 1670 m 
and continuing along the SAT 265 trail that leads to the lake (1 hour) via Malga Vigo. Or you 
can use the Daolasa cable car up to the Solander Mountain Hut - Alpe Daolasa at 2045 m. 
From here it is an easy walk up to the Orso Bruno Mountain Hut on the summit of Monte Vigo 
at 2180 m (30'). Then follow the SAT 201 trail down to the lake (30'). As an alternative from 
Alpe Daolasa you can take the path that, via Busa del Vigo, reaches the lake around Monte 
Vigo (1 hour). This last path can also be reached by taking the Folgarida cable car and continu-
ing along the dirt road towards the Solander Mountain Hut. Both the trails can also be reached 
by taking the Copai cable car up from Marilleva to malga Panciana at 1886 m and continuing 
towards Monte Vigo. Another way to reach the lake is by car to Residence Rio Falzè, just 
before Passo Campo Carlo Magno, then up along the forest road on the right to the turn off for 
Malga Vigo. From here continue straight until you pick up the SAT 265 trail (1 hour). 

14 MOUNTAIN RANGE: PRESANELLA

2 hours

E - for hikers

210 m

Lago Malghette
Mountain Hut

THREE LAKES TRAIL
at 2283 m

LOCATION: CAMPO CARLO MAGNO

From Malghette Lake (route 14) walk around the southern side (the right-hand side) and after 
crossing a little wooden bridge walk up an easy path through old peat bogs and larch woods. 
After a rocky patch you will soon come to a small wooden shelter (Serodoli) at about 2058 
m and just a short distance above that, wonderful Scuro Lake (2 hour). Once past the lake on 
your right follow the steep path down to the first of the Three Lakes, the lower one. (The SAT 
267 trail takes you to the Three Lakes pass and links to you to trail 226B that then takes you 
to Serodoli Lake in about an hour.) Having walked around the first of the Three Lakes you 
will then come to the other two, the middle and upper ones (1 hour 20’). Follow the SAT 267, 
which goes up and over a crest to Alto Lake. Then down the steep path to the signs for the SAT 
201 trail for Bassetta del Vigo - Malga Panciana - Marilleva. Follow this for 10 minutes back to 
the refuge at Malghette Lake (1 hour). 

15 MOUNTAIN RANGE: PRESANELLA

3 hours 30’

E - for hikers

623 m

Lago Malghette
Mountain Hut

SALARE LAKE
at 2021 m

LOCATION: MALÉ

From the Baita Regazzini car park in Malè, follow the SAT 374 trail up, crossing the forest road several 
times. Where the trail widens at a certain point turn right towards Val del Mezòl, continuing along the 
same path to the Mezòl M. Gregori shelter at 1495 (2 hours).  From here the forest road goes up to the 
left and, close to the first hairpin bend, pick up the SAT 374 trail to the Peller Mountain Hut at 2022 m, 
characterised by a small lake (3 hours 45'). The SAT 337 trail goes up from the Peller Mountain Hut, with 
some stretches involving artificial steps, metal ropes and a ladder, to Cima Peller at 2320 m (4 hours 45’). 
From the top, walk down through the steep grassy meadows towards the rocky pass between the Peller 
and Pellerot mountains. This will soon take you to Malga Tassulla-Bivacco G. Pinamonti at 2090 m. From 
the pastures, the SAT 336 trail leads to splendid Pian della Nana and then north to Passo della Forcola 
at 2104 m.
From the pass it’s a short walk down the SAT 308 trail, turning off to the left to reach Salare Lake. Once 
past the lake and back on the trail, continue to Malga Clesera at 1887 m (6 hours). From here the SAT 308 
trail takes you down into the meadow and back to the forest road that leads to Prà della Selva. After six 
sharp bends, this little road joins the forest road which links up again with the SAT 308 trail (8 hours). 
Following the signs will bring you back to your starting point (1 hour).
Two days are recommended for this route.

16 MOUNTAIN RANGE:
NORTHERN BRENTA DOLOMITES

9 hours

EE - for expert hikers 

1556 m

Peller Mountain Hut
Mezòl M. Gregori Shelter
G. Pinamonti Shelter

FIVE LAKES TRAIL
at 2373 m

LOCATION: MADONNA DI CAMPIGLIO

There are two possible routes up to the Viviani Mountain Hut (Pradalago at 2082 m): from Malga Zeledria 
on the SAT 265 trail or, a longer route, up from Campo Carlo Magno via Malghette Lake. Whichever route 
you choose, you should use the Pradalago cable car from Madonna di Campiglio to reach the starting 
point. Once at the refuge, take the Bozzetto via ferrata for about 5 minutes and then follow the SAT 226 
trail signs that lead to near Serodoli Lake at 2373 m (1 hour 15'). Walk around the left-hand side of the 
lake near a small dike. Continue on the level and then uphill again on the SAT 232 trail that leads to the 
eastern bank of Lambin Lake at 2328 m (2 hours). From this beautiful lake just above the path, walk up 
until you reach a small pass that then leads along an easy to spot trail to Passo Ritort at 2277 m. Then 
down steeply to Ritorto Lake below, at 2071 m. Close to the lake, take the SAT 232 trail on the left for an 
easy walk to the Ristorante 5 Laghi, and from there the cable car will take you back down to Madonna 
di Campiglio (3 hours).
Alternatively, from Ritorto Lake, you can head southwest down the SAT 255 trail for about an hour, which 
will bring you to the large scenic pastures and Malga Ritorto at 1747 m. From here a tarmacked road leads 
to the car park in Patascoss (1 hour).

17 MOUNTAIN RANGE: PRESANELLA

4 hours 30’

E - for hikers

300 m

Viviani Mountain Hut
Pradalago Mountain Hut
5 Laghi Restaurant

ABBREVIATIONS:
SAT  Trento Mountaineering Society, a section of CAI

CAI  Italian Alpine Club

CAI DIFFICULTY LEVELS:

T  Touristic short routes on minor roads or wide trails that entail no orienteering difficulties.

E  For hikers: routes that follow paths of all kinds, usually with signage. They require a cer-
tain sense of direction, previous hiking experience and suitable equipment.

EE For expert hikers: routes that generally have signage and require an ability to walk on 
certain types of terrain. They require experience in mountain hiking, a steady walking 
pace, suitable equipment and knowledge of self-belaying devices.

EEA  For equipped expert hikers: this abbreviation is used for prepared or via ferrata routes 
that require the use of self-belaying devices.

KEY: Duration

Difference in altitude

Difficulty

Stopping points

Reachable with the "Val di Sole 
Opportunity" card 

TR
EK

Trail shared by hikers/cyclists
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CEVEDALE “G. LARCHER” MOUNTAIN HUT
at 2608 m

LOCATION: PEIO (Val Venezia)

Owned by:   SAT

Beds:  80

Facilities: hot water, showers, bathrooms and heating, bar and restaurant

Managed by:  the Casanova family

Contact: Tel. +39 0463 751770  -  +39 328 6529615

Open from/to:  20.06/20.09

Access: from Cogolo car park in  Malga Mare at 1972 m, which is 10 km from the village, along 
the SAT 102 trail, which goes past Malga Mare at 2031 m up to Pian Venezia at 2421 m (the 
Stelvio National Park shelter) and then continues  to the  left-hand side towards the visible 
refuge at 2608 m.

1 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

2 hours (ascent only) E - for hikers

 info@rifugiocevedale.it

VIOZ “MANTOVA” MOUNTAIN HUT
at 3535 m

LOCATION: PEIO (Monte Vioz)

Owned by: SAT

Beds:  57

Facilities: hot water, showers, bathrooms and heating, bar and restaurant

Managed by:  Mario Casanova

Contacts: Tel. +39 0463 751386  -  +39 339 2798826

Open from/to:  20.06/20.09

Access: from Peio Paese at 1585 m along the SAT 105 trail which goes past Malga Saline at 
2086 m, Cima Vioz at 2504 m and Dente del Vioz at 2901 m.
Alternatively: with the ski lifts to the Doss dei Cembri Mountain Hut at 2315 m (bar and 
restaurant) following signs for the SAT 105 trail.

2 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

5 hours 50’
(alternative takes 3 hours 30’)
ascent only

EE - for expert hikers

 info@rifugiovioz.it

SAENT “S. DORIGONI” MOUNTAIN HUT
at 2437 m

LOCATION: RABBI (upper Val Saent)

Owned by:  SAT

Beds:  80

Facilities: hot water, showers, bathrooms and heating, bar and restaurant

Managed by:  the Iachelini family

Contacts: Tel. +39 0463 985107  -  +39 335 5924166 

Open from/to:  20.06/20.09

Access: from Rabbi along the SAT 106 trail, which starts at the car park in Còler. Còler car 
park can be reached by car and/or minibuses (max 16 seaters). A shuttle bus (tickets on board) 
takes you from the car park to Malga Stablasolo at 1539 m (restaurant).

3 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

3 hours 30’ (ascent only) E - for hikers

 info@rifugiodorigoni.it

STELLA ALPINA “AL LAGO CORVO”
MOUNTAIN HUT
at 2425 m

LOCATION: RABBI (Passo di Rabbi)

Owned by:  the Cavallari Carlo family

Beds:  40

Facilities: hot water, showers, bathrooms and heating, bar and restaurant

Managed by:  the Cavallari Carlo family

Contacts: Tel. +39 0463 985175  -  +39 393 6436629 

Open from/to:  20.06/20.09

Access: from Piazzola continue to Cavallar at 1402 m and pick up the SAT 108 trail. There is 
also a shuttle bus from Stelvio Park to Malga Caldesa. This service must be booked.

4 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

3 hours 30’ (2 hours 30’ with shuttle bus)
ascent only

E - for hikers

 rifugiolagocorvo@libero.it

STAVEL “F. DENZA” MOUNTAIN HUT
at 2298 m

LOCATION: VERMIGLIO (Val Stavel)

Owned by:  SAT

Beds:  58

Facilities: hot water, showers, bathrooms and heating, bar and restaurant

Managed by:  Mirko Dezulian

Contacts: Tel. +39 0463 758187  -  +39 339 6233902

Open from/to:  20.06/20.09

Access: from Vermiglio Baita Velon at 1345 m along  SAT 233 and 206 trails to the refuge. 
To make the distance shorter, drive up the military road (6 km) to Pozzi Alti fort at 1879 m. 
Directly from Stavel at 1270 m with the SAT 206 trail.

5 MOUNTAIN RANGE: PRESANELLA

2 hours 40’ from Velon

1 hour 30’ from Pozzi Alti Fort 

3 hours 30’ from Stavel 

E - for hikers

ORSO BRUNO MOUNTAIN HUT
at 2180 m

LOCATION: COMMEZZADURA-MEZZANA (Monte Vigo)

Owned by:  the Giacomoni family

Beds: 41

Facilities: Rooms with private bathrooms (toilets - showers), TV, heating, bar and restaurant

Contacts:  the Giacomoni family

Contatti: Tel. +39 0463 796160

Open from/to:  June/September

Access: from Daolasa by cable car to Alpe Daolasa at 2045 m then an easy hike up to the 
mountain hut (30 minutes). From Marilleva 1400 by cable car to Malga Panciana at 1886 m 
and from here along the SAT 201 trail following the ski trail to the Orso Bruno Mountain Hut.

7 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

1 hour 30’ (ascent only) E - for hikers

info@rifugioorsobruno.it

SOLANDER MOUNTAIN HUT
at 2045 m

LOCATION: COMMEZZADURA (Alpe Daolasa)

Owned by:   the Gabrielli family

Beds:  43

Facilities: Rooms with private bathrooms (toilets - showers), TV, heating, bar and restaurant

Managed by: the Gabrielli family

Contacts: Tel. +39 339 7937529

Open from/to:  June/September

Access: from Daolasa with the ski lift up to the mountain hut (12 minutes). From Folgarida by 
car to Malga Folgarida di Dimaro at 1670 m and from here along the forest road to Malghet 
Aut at 1872 m, then continuing along the forest road to the mountain hut. From Folgarida on 
the ski lift up to Malghet Aut at 1872 m and then along the forest road.

8 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

2 hours (1 hour from Malghet Aut)
outward only

E - for hikers

 info@rifugiosolander.com

ALBASINI MOUNTAIN HUT
at 1860 m

LOCATION: DIMARO (Malghet Aut)

Owned/managed by:   the Albasini family

Beds: 58

Facilities: Rooms with private bathrooms (toilets - showers), TV, heating, bar and restaurant

Contacts:  Tel. +39 0463 986377  -  +39 335 5231009

Open from/to:  June/September

Access: from Folgarida with the ski lift up to the mountain hut or on foot from the cable car 
station at 1270 m. From Casina at 1300 m following the rough track that leads to Malghet 
Aut. From Folgarida by car to Malga Folgarida di Dimaro at 1670 m and from here along the 
forest road to Malghet Aut at 1872 m. From Daolasa with the ski lift up to Alpe Daolasa and 
from here down along the rough track to the mountain hut.  

9 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

1 hour 30’ from Folgarida or Casina

1 hour from Malga di Dimaro

45’ from Alpe Daolasa

E - for hikers

 info@rifugioalbasini.it

PELLER MOUNTAIN HUT
2022 m

LOCATION: MALÉ - CLES (Monte Peller)

Owned by:  SAT

Beds: 40

Facilities: hot water, showers, bathrooms and heating, bar and restaurant

Managed by:  Rinaldo Panizza

Contacts: Tel. +39 0463 536221  -  +39 336 216005

Open from/to:  20.06/20.09

Access: from Regazzini in Malé,  at 738 m, along the SAT 374 trail or, alternatively, the SAT 308 to the Mezòl 
M. Gregori shelter at 1495 m, then the SAT 374 trail again to the mountain hut. It can be reached by car from 
Bersaglio in Cles, (16 km from Cles and 10 km from Tuenno), along SAT 313 or 313B trails. From Carciato 
in Dimaro, along the SAT 335 trail up through Val dei Cavai to meet the SAT 308 trail towards Salare Lake 
and Malga Clesera to the  Mezòl M. Gregori shelter and then along the SAT 374 trail to the mountain hut.

10 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

3 hours 45’ from Malé
5 hours from Cles
5 hours 20’ from Dimaro

E - for hikers

 rifpeller@satcles.it 

BOZZI MOUNTAIN HUT
2478 m

LOCATION: PASSO TONALE (Montozzo)

Owned by:  CAI Brescia

Beds:  17

Facilities: hot water, showers, bathrooms and heating, bar and restaurant

Managed by:  Monica Fantino

Contacts: Tel. +39 0364 900152  -  +39 335 6215363

Open from/to:  20.06/20.09

Access: from Peio Fonti to the car park in  Fontanino and then along the SAT 110 trail, or the Sat 137, which meets 
the SAT 111 that leads to Forcellina di Montozzo at 2613 m and then down a short descent to the refuge. From Ponte 
di Legno follow signs for Pezzo and continue to Case di Viso and park. From here follow CAI 52 signs to the hut. From 
Passo Tonale: park at the Hotel La Mirandola and take the SAT 111 trail up to Malga Valbiolo at 2244 m and then to 
Passo Contrabbandieri and down to the hut. You can also go up to Malga Valbiolo on the ski lift (July and August).

11 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ORTLES-CEVEDALE

MOUNTAIN HUTS in Val di Sole 

The mountain hut, a place for pausing whose name says it all: spaces and hospi-
tality with no frills, but also without any hardship, where the effort of arriving is 
compensated for by the warmth of the environment and the cordial welcome of 
the owners and, last but by no means least, enticing food and wine discoveries. 
All the trails are evident and well marked, with signs in red and white and the 
relative trail number in black. 

IMPORTANT 
Before setting out for a mountain hut, it is a good idea to check it is actually 
open as, in adverse weather conditions, it may close early.  

www.trentinorifugi.com

3 hours from Peio Fonti
2 hours 30’ from Ponte di Legno
2 hours 30’ from Passo Tonale

E - for hikers

 monica.fantino@tiscali.it 

1

MANDRON “CITTÀ DI TRENTO”
MOUNTAIN HUT
at 2449 m

LOCATION: CARISOLO (Val Genova)

Owned by:  SAT

Beds:  100

Facilities: hot water, showers, bathrooms and heating, bar and restaurant

Managed by:  Gallazzini Carlo

Contacts: Tel. +39 0461.493724  -  +39 0465 501193

Open from/to:  20.06/20.09

Access: from Passo Tonale with ski lifts up to Passo Presena at 2997 m and from here down 
along the trail towards Passo Lago Scuro until you meet up with the SAT 209 trail that leads 
to the refuge. From Carisolo to the car park at Malga Bedole at 1574 m by car. Then along the 
SAT 212 trail to the mountain hut. 

6 MOUNTAIN RANGE: ADAMELLO-PRESANELLA

E - for hikers

davide.gallazzini@virgilio.it 
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All the mountain
huts are taking
part in this initiative

MOUNTAIN HUTS
WITH PRIZES
Alpenstock,

a free hiking
staff for you!


